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Abstract
Face recognition is a challenging problem for computer vision
scientists for the last few decades. Hence it was the center of the
attention for computer vision researchers. With the rapid technology
advancement, face recognition system can be implemented in mobile
device such as smart phones. This report will illustrate the process of
face recognition in android devices starting from detecting a face until
identifying the person when it sees them again. The recognition
algorithm is being investigated in depth is the Eigenfaces algorithm.
Furthermore the report will cover the literature review of the face
recognition problems.

Keywords: Face Recognition, Face Detection, Eigenfaces, OpenCV,
Android
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1. Introduction
Face recognition has been a major subject of studies in the past few
decades. It is something that comes natural to us human, our brains do
complex analyses of faces in order to store useful information about
them, which comes handy when trying to recognise a face by simply
picking the match (Dakin & Watt, 2009). Scientists still do not fully
understand how the brain function (Marcus, 2012). However, that did
not stop scientists from taking some tasks that the brain can do and
try to break them down to simple steps to have a general
understanding of that task. Computers are becoming an essential part
of our life such as desktop, phones, glasses and many more; their task is
to make life easier. Since computers are growing dramatically in terms
of performance, teaching a computer how to do brain like tasks become
more feasible than ever before.
The automatic identification of a person by his/her faces from an
image or video stream has wide commercial and scientific applications.
When such application is on mobile devices, the use for it can be
extended dramatically. It can be companied with other features of
mobile device such as geo location or even the orientation of the device.
Face recognition subject emerged in the early 1970s; however, its
rapid development began in the 1990s, after the establishment of new
technologies in the field of image processing and machine learning.
Face recognition system is a program that is used to identify faces
automatically and verify the identity of a person from a digital image
or a video. In general, the face recognition problem is composed of two
stages. First, detecting a face, i.e. finding a face in an image frame
3
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regardless of who the person is. Second, identifying whom the person is
in the frame. By comparing the features of the detected face to the
image faces database the system can identify the person in the image.
To be able to label the person in the image, the machine should have
been trained before hand.
The training steps involve detecting a face then use some image
process techniques to insure the clarity of the face for the machine.
After that, applying one of many training algorithms to teach the
system who that person is.

1.1. OpenCV Library
OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) is a library that was
designed by Intel to process images, because it was meant for
image processing it is loaded with many of algorithms and
functions to help computer scientists solve vision related
problems. OpenCV offers applications that will help to train
cascade classifier. In addition, OpenCV provide three face
recognition algorithms built-in.

1.2. OpenCV On Android
Early 2010 OpenCV starts supporting android (OpenCV Dev
Team , 2013). Since then the OpenCV4Android being developed
to

accelerate

the

development

of

OpenCV

for

Android.

"OpenCV4Android is the official name of the Android port of the
OpenCV library" (OpenCV Dev Team , 2013). Most OpenCV
functionality are ported to Java API, which means the API is
not yet mature leading to some lack of functions that are
available in the full version.
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2. Motivation and Objective
The main motivation was to explore the image processing capability
on android devices. Moreover, I want to create an easy and secure way
to access an android device using only the basic hardware of android
mobile device i.e. the mobile device’s camera.
Therefore, my objective was to create an android application that
can learn faces then identify them whenever the application sees those
faces again. To formulate the problem: given an image with a face in it,
how can we detect the face then determine the identity of the person in
the image from known people to the system using android device.

3. Literature review
We as humans use faces to recognize and identify our friends and
family. Computers can now also identify people automatically using
stored information such as figure, iris or face to identify a particular
person. Earlier many face recognition algorithms were used to achieve
fully automated face identification process. The first face recognition
system was created in the 1960s. It was not fully automated and it
required manual inputs of the location of the eyes, ears, nose and moth
on the images then it calculates a distance to some common point then
it compares it to the stored data. In 1971, Goldstein , Harmon and
Lesk used some specific features of the human face such as hair color,
nose size and lips thickness trying to automate the recognition process.
The main problem back in the 1960s and 1970s was that manual inputs
were required. The late 1980s Sirovich and Kirby used Principal
component analysis (PCA) a standard liner algebra technique to reduce
5
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the complexity of the face recognition problem. In early 1990s Turk
and Pentland found that by Eigenfaces techniques, the residual error
could be used to detect faces in images (Turk & Pentland, Face
Recognition Using Eigenfaces, 1991). This was an important discovery
of the history of the face recognition. It enables real-time and
automated face recognition. Since then automated face recognition has
been evolving and became a major interest for researcher in image
possessing and computer scientists.
Face recognition and sometime is called face identifying is simply
putting a label to known faces just like human as mentioned above, we
learn the faces of our family and celebrities just by looking at their
faces. (Baggio, et al., 2012). Since the 1970s there was many techniques
and algorithms were developed for a machine to learn to recognize
known faces. Most of the recent techniques involve at least four steps:
• Face detection:
• Face preprocessing:
• Collecting and learning the faces
• Face recognition

3.1. Face Detection
Face detection is a process of locating a face inside an image
frame, regardless of the identity of that face. Prior to year 2000
there were many techniques for face detection, however they
were mostly unreliable, slow and require manual inputs. In 2001
Viola and Jones invented the Haar-based-cascade Classifier that
revolutionize the face detection method. It can detect objects in
real time with an accuracy of 95% after Lienhart and Maydt
6
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improved it in 2002. It works not only for frontal face view but it
can detect faces from side view as well (Baggio, et al., 2012).

3.1.1.

Viola and Jones method

The basic principles that Viola and Jones method is based on are
as follows:
• Images used in the integral* representation that allows a
machine to calculate the necessary object features (in this
context, face features)
• Using Haar-like features, the desired feature of the face can
be found.
• Adaptive Boosting † used to select the most suitable
characteristics for the desired object to this part of the
image.
• All the features are input to the classifier, which gives the
result true or false.
The basic idea of the Haar-based face detector
is that if you look at most frontal faces, the
region with the eyes should be darker than the
forehead and cheeks, and the region with the
mouth should be darker than cheeks, and so
on. It typically performs about 20 stages of
comparisons like this to decide if it is a face

*

An image data structure used by Viola and Jones to compute the feature of the image

faster
†

A set of weak classifier companied together to create a single strong classifier
7
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or not, but it must do this at each possible
position in the image and for each possible
size of the face, so in fact it often does
thousands of checks per image. (Baggio, et al.,
2012)
The downside of Haar-based-cascade is the training of the
classifier is very slow, and it can take up to a week using a
modern PC ‡. According to Baggio, et al. the classifier can be
trained using at least 1000 unique faces (positive images) and
10,000 images that do not contain face on them (Negative
images) (2012). The negative can be anything other then faces.
The training of the classifier produces an XML file to be used in
the detection process. This file can then be ported into mobile
devices and used to detect faces. Therefore, the mobile devices
need not to train the detection classifier.

‡

Persenal cumputers Intel dual core i5 (2.5GHz) or faster, RAM 4 GB or more, with low cost webcam
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Figure 1 Face in the image was detected and surrounded by a green rectangle

3.2. Face Pre-processing
After detecting a face in the frame Figure 1, we can now process
the face inside the green rectangle.
Face recognition is susceptible to changes in lighting conditions,
face orientation, face expression, so it is paramount to diminish
these differences as much as possible. There are numerous
techniques to eliminate those issues. (Baggio, et al., 2012) Some
of these techniques are:
• Geometrical transformation and cropping: This procedure
includes resizing of the image and rotating the image as
well as removing background. Figure 2.

Figure 2 face image converted to gray scale and cropped

• Histogram equalization: This process standardizes the
brightness and contrast of the image Figure 3
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Figure 3 the Histogram of the image equalized

• Smoothing: in this process the image noise is eliminated by
applying some filters. Figure 4

Figure 4 filter applied on the face

• Elliptical

mask:

The

elliptical

mask

removes

some

remaining background. Figure 5
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Figure 5 elliptical mask applied on the image

Processing images can be computationally expensive in a PC or
laptop, similarly in mobile devices. It requires higher processing
power. Therefore, minimalizing the image processing in the
mobile device is a must to achieve a real-time face recognition
system.
Baggio, et al. recommended to implement the eye detection as
well as face detection in a face recognition system for better
results when processing the image before training. Their main
reason was to align the face using the eyes, so the detected two
eyes are align perfectly in a straight line. However, applying the
histogram equalization as well as smoothing the image will be
sufficient in android mobile devices.

3.3. Learning a Collection of Faces
After preparing the face image for the training step, a collection
of faces of the same person is required to train the system. There
should be at lest one-second gap between each snap shot of the
face. If the gap is less then that the face expiration will not vary
and the classier will have less images to learn from (Baggio, et
al., 2012). This collocation of images is called the Training Set.

3.3.1.

Training the system

After collecting enough images for the person (Training Set), we
can now use one of many algorithms for training the system to
learn the face. Like most algorithm in machine learning, training
of system must be completed first. Numerous algorithms were
11
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developed over the last 20 years for the face recognition problem.
Some of the face recognition algorithms are the flowing:
• Fisherfaces (also referred to as Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA)
• Independent Component Analysis (ICA) method
• Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
• Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM).
• Kernel Methods
• Trace Transform
• Active Appearance Model (AAM)
• Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
• Boosting & Ensemble Solutions
• Eigenfaces is one of most common one and therefore it will be
explored in this report.

Eigenfaces
Eigenfaces (is also known as Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) was discovered by Turk and Pentland in 1991. Eigenfaces
algorithm is conceder to be the first face recognition technique
and most used one for many face recognition system baseline.
PCA

method

was

“derived

from

Karhunen-Loeve's

transformation. Given an s-dimensional vector representation of
each face in a training set of images, Principal Component
12
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Analysis (PCA) tends to find a t-dimensional subspace whose
basis vectors correspond to the maximum variance direction in
the original image space. This new subspace is normally lower
dimensional (t<<s). If the image elements are considered as
random variables, the PCA basis vectors are defined as
eigenvectors of the scatter matrix.” (Grgic & Delac, 2008). The
idea of the Eigenfaces was to represent each face image (from the
previous step) into vectors using the image pixel value “a lowdimensional space” (Turk & Pentland, Eigenfaces for recognition,
1991). For example, if we have M images of a face and each
image is N x N pixels. The below matrices represent images of a
face from the previous step.
Face1
P1
PN+1
…
…

P2
PN+2
…
…

P3
…
…
…

……
…
…
PN2-1

PN
…
…
PN2

Table 1 face two pixels P = pixel

Face2
P1
PN+1
…
…

P2
PN+2
…
…

P3
…
…
…

……
…
…
PN2-1

PN
…
…
PN2

Table 2 face two pixels P = pixel
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The vectors of the images should look like this:

𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒! = 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟! (𝑝1,

𝑝2,

𝑝3, … , 𝑝𝑁 ! )

𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒! = 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟!   (𝑝1,

𝑝2,

𝑝3, … , 𝑝𝑁 ! )

𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒… = 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟…   (𝑝1,

𝑝2,

𝑝3, … , 𝑝𝑁 ! )

𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒! = 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟!   (𝑝1,

𝑝2,

𝑝3, … , 𝑝𝑁 ! )

Equation 1

Represent as vector
N2 x 1 vector
Image size N x N
Figure 6 Covert an image from 2D to 1D

After converting the images into vectors, the average of each face
vector is calculated then added to a new vector.
1
𝐴𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖 =
𝐶

!

𝑉 𝑗 [𝑖 ]
!!!
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Where C is the number of vector image and V is an array of
vectors. For example V [2][1] represent pixel 1 in face2 vector.
See Equation 1 above.
The Average Vector or also know as the average face:

𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝐴𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 1 , … 𝐴𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒[𝑁 ! ])

The next step is to calculate matrix corresponds to each image
by subtracting the vector of each image from the Average
Vector. This step is to normalize the image in order to remove
the common features of the faces and keep only unique ones.
Φ! =    𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟! − 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
Φ! =    𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟! − 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
Φ… =    𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟… − 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
Φ! =    𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟! − 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
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Figure 7 the resulting vector from subtracting the average from every image (Baggio, et al.,
2012)

After normalizing the image, we can now compute the covariance
matrix,
1
𝐶 =   
𝑀

!

Φ!   Φ!! = 𝐴𝐴!           (𝑁 !   𝑥  𝑁 !   )𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
!!!

Where A = [Φ1, Φ2, Φ3 … ΦM] (N2 x M matrix).
Now we need can be calculated the eigenvectors of AAT however
the matrix is very large and it will require great deal of
prospering power to compute. Therefore, the matrix AT A that is
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(M x M) size matrix. Let eigenvectors of AAT = ui and
eigenvectors of AT A = vi
So we can compute the eigenvectors vi of AT A
𝐴!   𝐴𝑣! = 𝜇!   . 𝑣!   
The relationship between ui and vi can be found as follows:
𝐴!     𝐴𝑣! = 𝜇!   . 𝑣!
𝐴𝐴  !   𝐴𝑣! =    𝜇!   . 𝐴  𝑣!  
𝐶𝐴𝑣! =    𝜇!   . 𝐴  𝑣!       𝑂𝑅    𝐶𝑢! =    𝜇!   . 𝑢!
Where ui = A . vi
Hence AAT and AT A have the same eigenvalues, the
eigenvectors are related as the following
𝑢! = 𝐴  ×  𝑣!
So we can calculate the highest eigenvector of AAT from ui A x
vi.
Finally we keep only K eigenvectors (corresponding to the K
largest

eigenvalues)

(Turk

&

Pentland,

Eigenfaces

for

recognition, 1991)

3.4. Face Recognition
Now the algorithm is ready to identify a person from their faces.
The recognition of the faces has less processing then the training.
Firstly after detecting a face in the frame we converted it into a
grey scale image then transform the face into a vector
representation. After that we use the Euclidean Distance to
17
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determine the minimum distance between the new vector face
and the eigenvectors stored. A threshold for the maximum
allowable distance between the input face and the training set
must be defined. If the distance is larger than the pre-defined
threshold we can classify the input face as an unknown face.
Otherwise, the face is associated with one of the stored faces.
(Turk & Pentland, Eigenfaces for recognition, 1991) Once the
face is known need to determine the identity of the person in the
image. This can be done by reconstructing the closet vectors
from the training set and comparing the input face to it. With
some confidence value the constriction function returned, we
then could determine the person identity. (Baggio, et al., 2012)

4. Methodology
Face recognition is challenging problem for a modern PC or a
laptop due to the processing power it requires. Implementing the face
recognition system in a fraction of PC processing power i.e. mobile
devices is even more challenging problem.

4.1. Face detection
The method I have used for the face detection on my android
application is the Local binary pattern (LBP). “The basic idea of
the LBP-based face detector is similar to the Haar-based one,
but it uses histograms of pixel intensity comparisons, such as
edges, corners, and flat regions” (Baggio, et al., 2012). Haar-like
based classifier was very slow to detect a face in the frame Table
3.
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Haar Fps

LBP Fps

Status

0.98
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98
1.43
1.20
1.20
1.40
1.32
1.20

4.53
4.52
4.57
4.57
4.53
4.57
5.74
5.75
5.13
5.13
5.74
5.13

Face in frame
Face in frame
Face in frame
Face in frame
Face in frame
Face in frame
No Face in frame
No Face in frame
No Face in frame
No Face in frame
No Face in frame
No Face in frame

1.1375

4.9925

Average

Table 3 LBP vs Haar Frame per Second

Training the classifier on around 500 faces takes about a day to
complete using the LBP. The resulted classifier did not detect
faces accurately due to the lack of samples. Therefore, I obtained
a trained classifier from the OpenCV repository (Cascade
Classifier, n.d).
When the camera start capturing fames, the search for face done
on every frame captured. When there is a face detected, a green
rectangle is drowning around the face. Figure 7
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Figure 8 a face detected on the frame

4.2. Face processing
The methods Used to process the face images were limited to a
mobile device capability. First of all the image was converted to
gray scale. After that the face image is resized to 128 x 128
pixels to minimize the computational processes on the image.
The next step was equalizing the histogram of the image. Then I
have applied bilateral smoothing filter on the image to reduce
the noise of the image because the histogram equalizer introduce
a lot of noise to the image. The final step for pre-processing the
image was to apply the elliptic mask to eliminate the background
of the image. Figure 8
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Figure 9 the processing steps from the detected to final image

4.3. Faces Acquisition
In the literature, the recommended gap between every snapshot
is at lest one second. Therefore, a sleep function is used to
between the every image was collected. In addition, to the 500
millisecond pause, processing the image require approximately
another half a second. That adds up to one second between every
image taken of the face during the training. The label of the face
being trained Figure 9 is added as a name of the image along
with a number at the end. For example, Sam-1.jpg, Sam-2.jpg
etc.

Figure 10 the Label of the face is added in order to train the classifier

The images of the face are added into an array of images, after
pre-processing each image. Because the gap between every image
collected is approximately one second, I only needed 10 images of
the faces to obtain an accurate face recognizer. The face
21
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expression, the lighting, or the angel of the snapshot will vary
between the face images therefore the classifier is train with only
10 images.

4.4. Learning faces
When the images of the face are collected and preprocessed, then
we can apply the Eigenfaces algorithm to train the system. When
the system is trained, an XML file is generated containing
information about the face. This is the trained classifier.
The detection of the face, the processing of the image and
training the system are completed in the training activity in the
face recognition application.

4.5. Recognizing Face
Now the system is train, we can test the system by opening the
recognise activity. In the recognize activity, a face detection is
also implemented to detect a face first, then when a face is
detected, it is then converted into a vector representation from 2
dimension to 1D. The Boolean function that takes the detected
face as an argument and return true if the face has a close match
in the data base otherwise false. If there is a close match we can
then call the recognise function to determine the identity of the
person from his/her face.

22
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4.6. The complete story
Start

For every frame
Search for faces

No Face

yes

Extract the
detected face

Recognition

Training

Extract the feature
vector of the face

Save the
image face

Pre-process
the image

Compere it to
the database

Add to
collection of
image

No match Found
If the image count < 12

If the image count >=12

Match found

Train the
classifier
End

Figure 11 flow chart of the face recognition system
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5. Work done and Outcome
Using Eclipse IDE with the Android Development Tool (ADT)
plug in and OpenCV4Android SDK, 0I have crate it a simple
application with a main activity showing the user to select either
train a new face, recognize a face or view saved faces.

Figure 12 The main Activity of the Face recognition application
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5.1. Training Activity
The Train button will open the default camera and start
detecting faces (only detecting without storing any information).

Figure 13 The Face detector is detecting faces

To ensure every face is associated with a label i.e. name of the
person the Train Toggle Button is investable until user input a
name. Figure 14
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Figure 14 Train button appear when the name of the face is entered

After the name has been entered, the Train Toggle button now is
visible and clickable. When it is clicked the process of collecting
the faces began. In the application I have set the limit to be 12
images per training then it will stop after collecting the 12th
image. Pressing the stop toggle button can also stop the training
process. Figure 15
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Figure 15 The training started and it change the button to stop while printing a short message
Training

5.2. Recognize activity
When the recognize button is clicked from the main Activity, the
default camera will also activated and start searching for faces.
One a face is detected, the image face is passed to the predict
function to check if there is any close match in the training set.
If there is, it calculate the probability of the closest face found. If
the probability is higher then a pre-set value it print the name of
the person. Figure 16
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Figure 16 when it recognize the face with high confidence

Sometime the probability is low so it returns the closest match
name with a question mark. Figure 17

Figure 17 The face was recognized but with less confidence of the result

If there was no match found in the predict function, it will not
proceed processing the image. Figure 18
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Image source http://www.beehive.govt.nz/minister/John-Key

Figure 18 When there is no match of the face in the database, the system cannot recognise it

5.3. View image
This button allows the user to view the image database and
delete faces if required. In other word, untrained the classifier so
that it will not identify the deleted image.

6. Conclusion
The limitation of the small processing power is always a factor in
such problem. However, the constant development of the technology
enable such complicated problem to be solve in android devices. The
Eigenfaces machine-learning algorithm was the engine of training the
system after applying some filters on the image. Furthermore, the
Eigenfaces algorithm allows the application to recognise the face realtime. Prior to that, a face is detected using the Local binary pattern
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cascade classifier. After testing the Haat-like cascade classifier, the
speed of the detection was very low with an average of 1.3 fps.
The system is implemented on Android using the OpenCV library.
Because OpenCV4Android is relatively new, it is yet to implement al
the functionality of the OpenCV library. The application can run on
must mid to high-end android devices due to the requirement of some
processing power. Having a face recognizer on a mobile device can be
used in conjunction with other facilities such devises can offer. Such
application can also be used to unlock the device by verifying the
identity of the person looking at the screen and consequently the
camera.
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Appendix
The face recognition home screen application

How to use the application
• Setp1 training the system
1. Press on the Train Button
2. The camera will turn on then you can chose the preferred
camera, i.e. front of back camera.
3. Enter a name for the face.
4. Click the train button.
5. Try to change the expression of the face that is being trained to
obtain the best recognition results.
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6. When the training is completed you can click on the train button
again without changing the name to add the image to the same
classifier. or you can go back to the main screen.
• Step2 recognizing the face
1. Click on recognize button.
2. The camera will turn on you can chose the desired camera.
3. The system is constantly searching for faces, if the face found
and the face is known the label of the face will be printed on the
screen.
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